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Cross Laminated Timber



4 Cross Laminated Timber

Heavy-timber glulam panels comprised of dimensioned lumber

Attributes:
• Strong
• Dimensionally stable
• Fire resistive
• Large format sizes
• Pre-fabrication
• Fast construction
• Clean & quite construction sites
• Cost competitive
• Carbon sequestration
• Locally sourced in the PNW

Cross Laminated Timber (CLT)



55 CLT European Production



66 Cross Laminated Timber – North American Producers



7 Cross Laminated Timber – Seattle DPD



88 Open Academy, Norwich UK

CLT is the catalyst - Changing the Way we Build…



Environmental Impact



10 The CO2 Dilemma

Together steel and cement 
production lead to almost half of 
industrial CO2 emissions.

IPCC Recommends a 50% 
reduction in CO2 emissions by 
2050….

… by which time the IEA
predicts a demand for these 
materials to at least double.



11 Whole Building LCA – LEED v4



1212 NZ Building Study



13 Forest Management – Carbon Pool



Fabrication
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What is your perception of wood?
Light duty?

Termite food?

Decays?

Combustible?

Shrinks, warps, & splits?
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Wawona Sculpture

dDRMM – Endless Staircase
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© CREE

© Structurlam

© CREE

© WoodWorks



19 The Global Precedent for Tall Wood Structures



Cost Study



21 CLT Case Study for Seattle:  Sellen – Arup – Weber Thompson



22 CLT Costs (Credit: Sellen Construction)



23 CLT Schedule Reduction (Credit: Sellen Construction)



Seismic Resiliency
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Conventional Seismic Design Philosophy

• US seismic design practice is based on the historic premise 
that it is not viable to design buildings to resist large 
earthquakes without substantial damage

• ‘Life safety’ and ‘low probability’ of collapse
- Damage may not be economically repairable
- No consideration of downtime and consequential loss

• Ductility is seen as the key to structural design - to reduce 
risk of collapse after structural damage has occurred
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Performance Based Seismic Design

Building Seismic Performance (FEMA)

Attempts to define performance 
metrics more explicitly – but has 
not promoted any real change in 
conventional ‘code ‘ target 
performances
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Code–Compliant Performance
Tall Buildings in Christchurch Central Business Zone 
• 26 story Hotel Grand Chancellor

- two-block radius around the hotel was 
evacuated

- building was demolished

• 21-story PricewaterhouseCoopers 
Building
- badly damaged and demolished

• Entire CBD cordoned off for >2.5 years

• Rebuilding is just starting (almost 3 
years later)
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• Magnitude: 6.3 (~2,500 yr return)

• 185 dead, 9,000 Injured

• CBD – Red Zoned for over 2 years

• 1650 Commercial Buildings Demolished

• Cost: $40 Billion (8 to 10% of NZ GDP)

Christchurch 12.51 pm
22 Feb, 2011

Photo: Lloyd Brady

• Was performance good enough for an 
extreme event?

• Code is for Life Safety – But a city’s 
future relies on functionality.

• Improved societal understanding of 
consequence is required .

Christchurch NZ - 2011
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Code–Compliant Performance in Chile - 2010
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Interior non-structural damage
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Consequences of Design to Code Objectives

• Building performance in the recent New Zealand and Chile 
earthquakes shows what the implication of ‘Code Design’ is 
if a design level earthquake actually occurs

• Is this really what we want for the 21 st century?
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Understanding Seismic Induced Damage 
(and how to control it)

• Structural damage
- Element and connection damage
- Excessive permanent displacement

• Damage to non-structure 
(cladding/partitions/ceilings)
- Due to imposed deformations or excessive acceleration

• Foundation related 
(settlement/liquefaction/spreading)

• Damage to services
- Elevators
- HVAC

• Damage to contents
- Toppling/sliding
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FEMA P-58 (from ATC 58 Project) 
Component by Component Loss Assessment   

Using statistical distributions of damage
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Fragility functions for typical building components

• Example – conventional full height 
drywalls 

Damage at DS-3

Conventional structural drift limits 
guarantee non-repairable damage!
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Deformation Limits - International Comparison
• Most damage is related to the deformation demand 

imposed by an earthquake

• What are the deformation limits proposed for tall buildings 
in performance based design (at MCE)?

• Much lower deformations are targeted in Japan and China 
for high-rise construction
- Their buildings will sustain much less damage
- It is a deliberate decision
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Understanding Downtime
Methodology Developed for REDi

Earthquake 
Occurs

Inspection

$$$

Engineers Permitting

Contractors
Long-lead 

Items

Utilities

Building 
Repairs

Delays

Earthquake 
Occurs

Functional 
Recovery
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What Loss and Downtime is Expected for Tall 
Buildings in San Francisco?

• Ongoing joint study by Arup with Stanford University

• Has examined 1970s and 1980s vintage buildings
- Median direct financial loss = 35% 

• Current focus is modern reinforced concrete residential 
buildings designed to current ‘best practice’  (PEER TBI)
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Median Loss Assessment for 475 year Earthquake

• Building is not occupiable

• 24+ months to be usable

• Median direct financial loss 
of $38.0m (20% of total 
building value)

• 90th percentile loss (PML) is 
40% of total building value

• Damage to floors and non-
structural walls make biggest 
contribution to financial loss 

Is this really what we want?
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Should we aim for Seismic Resilience?

• Seismic Resilience is the ability to recover quickly after a 
major earthquake event

• To achieve it we need:

- Building Resilience : minimize damage to structural, 
architectural and MEP components so buildings can be re-
occupied

- Organizational Resilience : contingency planning for utility 
disruption and business continuity

• REDi has been developed as a holistic actionable 
framework to achieve this 
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Achieving Resilient Design

• The new REDi rating system is developed to assist 
owners and architects achieve (and quantify) resilience 
against objective measures of direct financial loss and 
downtime 

• Building design focuses on minimization of damage

• REDi Gold objectives for ‘design event’ (475 year 
return)
- Green tag
- Immediate re-occupancy
- Functional recovery once utilities restored
- <5% financial loss
- Recovery time measured in weeks
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Design Directions for Building Resilience 

• Reduce lateral deformations

• Reduce building accelerations

• Increase non-structural tolerance to deformation

• Try not to increase building cost
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• In the archetype tall building most damage is deformation-
induced
- Partitions
- Slabs
- Cladding

• We can increase tolerance of non-structural components 
by:

- Better understanding the nature and distribution of deformation 
demands

- Design of fit-out to accept greater movement

Increasing deformation tolerance
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Enhanced Full-Height Drywall Systems
• Standard drywall systems are laterally fixed to the structure top 

and bottom

• Enhanced design incorporating lateral movement capacity at 
top, developed and verified by testing at Stanford

• Could be implemented at very little cost
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Enhanced Cladding Systems
Enhanced curtain wall – negligible cost premium
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Reducing Structural Damage

• For REDi Gold we need immediate re-occupancy, and so 
only cosmetic damage is acceptable

• Key drivers
- Prevent concrete spalling in compression 

- (external confinement, special concretes)

- Minimize concrete tensile cracks to ‘cosmetic’ 
- Prevent steel member buckling
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Application of these Ideas to 
Reference Building in San Francisco

• Seismic Isolation Scheme: 
- Triple pendulum isolators (with uplift restraint at core)
- Reduced core wall thickness (reduced force demands)
- REDi non-structural provisions

• Performance under 475 year earthquake:
- Immediate re-occupancy
- Full functionality once utilities are restored (c. 1 month)
- Direct financial loss $5.8m (3.2%) 
- Cosmetic repair only
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What does it cost?
• Estimated net increase in construction cost less than 2%

• Studies for other isolated buildings usually puts the cost 
premium around 5%

• With a tall building you are protecting much greater floor 
area per isolator
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Commercial Motivation for Resilient Design

• Attract premium sale/rental prices

• Negligible build-cost increment

• Increased market share due to continued operation

• Potential to reduce earthquake insurance premiums
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Societal Motivation for Implementing Resilient Design

• Societal expectations have increased in virtually every aspect 
of life

• Creating a new resilient building stock will enable a city to 
rebound more quickly from major earthquakes

• It is a minimal cost investment for the long term well-being of a 
city
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• Resilience based design (REDi) should be our philosophy 
for new buildings ins seismic zones

• Everyone has a role to play
- Owners and Developers 
- Cities and Regulators 
- Architects and Engineers
- Contractors and Suppliers

• Everyone’s a winner – let’s just do it!

Resilience Based Design
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